Drawing artist and their skills
Drawing is an important category of visual painting and involves the use of many tools
and techniques so as to sketch a 2-dimensional object or form.
These may be sensible or based upon the thoughts of abstract or artist. There are
number of renowned drawing artists who have made really stunning paintings that have
turned into everlasting masterpiece with time.
Different features of drawing
Drawing is slightly dissimilar to painting as drawing involves the minimal usage of paints
and colors.
It lays emphasis on some defined lines over the surface. It includes the usage of several
products that may be water based or dry like ink, pen or marker, charcoal and graphite.
Watercolor pencils can also be applied first like an ordinary pencil and moistening with
brushes (wet) to have some stunning effects. The drawing is primarily done on white
paper.
However, it can vary in quality, size, acidity, texture, color and capability to soak up
water.
A drawing artist makes use of different mediums and processes so as to incorporate an
additional beauty to simple looking drawings.
Vocation as a drawing artist
Art occupations have been classified into two major categories as applied art and fine
art. The aesthetic value and nature of drawings produced by any drawing artist may be
a matter of debate, but a drawing artist, in actual fact, is the one who draws art.
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A fine drawing artist generates mainly prints, paintings, sculptures and various
appealing artwork, which are intended to be provocative and pleasing visually.
On the other hand, an applied drawing artist makes things and designs that are meant
to serve some practical rationale like rugs, pottery and ceramics, jewelry and furniture.
Overall, apart from having natural capability to use color and draw, the individuals
require to hone their drawing skills by studying specialized courses for becoming fine
drawing artists.
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